High cadence, linear, and circular polarization monitoring of OJ 287

Helical magnetic field in a bent jet
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ABSTRACT

Aims. We present a multifrequency, dense radio monitoring program of the blazar OJ 287 using the 100-m Effelsberg radio telescope. The program aims to test different binary supermassive black hole (SMBH) scenarios and studying the physical conditions in the central region of this bright blazar. Here, we analyze the evolution in total flux density, linear and circular polarization as a means to study the OJ 287 jet structure and its magnetic field geometry.

Methods. We used a recently developed, high-precision data analysis methodology to recover all four Stokes parameters. We measured the total flux density of OJ 287 at nine bands from 2.64 GHz to 43 GHz, the linear polarization parameters at four bands between 2.64 GHz and 10.45 GHz, and the circular polarization at two bands, 4.85 GHz and 8.35 GHz. The mean cadence of our measurements is ten days.

Results. Between December 2015 and January 2017 (MJD 57370–57785), OJ 287 showed flaring activity and complex linear and circular polarization behavior. The radio electric vector position angle (EVPA) showed a large clockwise (CW) rotation by ~340° with a mean rate of ~1.04°/day. Based on concurrent very long baseline interferometric (VLBI) polarization data at 15 GHz and 43 GHz, the rotation seems to originate within the jet core at 43 GHz (projected angular size ≤0.15 mas or 0.67 pc at the redshift of the source).

Moreover, optical polarization data show a similar monotonic CW rotation with a rate of about ~1.1°/day which is superposed with shorter and faster rotations that exhibit rates of about 7.8°/day, mainly in the CW sense.

Conclusions. The flux density and polarization variability of the single dish, VLBI and optical data is consistent with a polarized emission component propagating on a helical trajectory within a bent jet. We constrained the helix arc length to 0.26 pc and radius to ≤0.04 pc as well as the jet bending arc length projected on the plane of the sky to ≤1.9–7.6 pc. A similar bending has been observed also in high angular resolution VLBI images of the OJ 287 jet at its innermost regions. The helical trajectory covers only a part of the jet width, possibly its spine. In addition, our results indicate the presence of a stable polarized emission component. Its EVPA (~10°) is oriented perpendicular to the large scale jet, suggesting dominance of the poloidal magnetic field component. Finally, the EVPA rotation begins simultaneously with an optical flare and hence the two might be physically connected. That optical flare has been suggested to be linked to the interaction of a secondary SMBH with the inner accretion disk or originating in the jet of the primary.
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1. Introduction

Blazars are the sub-set of active galactic nuclei (AGN) with their jet axes closely aligned to our line of sight (Blandford & Königl 1979), and they comprise systems of extreme phenomenologies. The radiation from the accelerated charged particles which populate their jets is both forward-beamed and boosted implying that the bulk of the emission is jet dominated. The combination of relativistic plasmas and magnetic fields in AGN jets (Begelman et al. 1984) gives rise to their incoherent synchrotron emission component which spans from radio to optical, UV, or even X-rays, and is both linearly and circularly polarized. The polarization parameters (linear and circular polarization degrees, circular polarization handedness and polarization angle) carry information about the physical conditions in the jet, such as the magnetic field strength and topology, the particle density and the plasma composition (e.g., Wardle 2013). Furthermore, the synchrotron emission of AGN jets often shows pronounced variability. During such periods the variations in linear and circular polarization trace the spatial and temporal evolution of physical conditions within the jet.

The source OJ 287 is a bright blazar (Dickel et al. 1967) at redshift \(z = 0.306\) (Nilsson et al. 2010). It harbors a massive black hole (e.g., Wright et al. 1998; Valtonen et al. 2012) on the order of \(1.8 \times 10^{10} M_\odot\) (Valtonen et al. 2008). OJ 287 is one of the best candidates today for hosting a binary supermassive black hole (SMBH) system (e.g., Valtonen et al. 2008, 2016). Its unique optical lightcurve shows characteristic
double-peaks approximately every 12 yr, which have been interpreted as signs of a secondary SMBH crossing the accretion disk of a more massive SMBH (e.g., Valtonen et al. 2008). Based on that model, Valtonen et al. (2011) predicted that OJ 287 would show a decadal maximum in December 2015. On December 7, 2015 Valtonen et al. (2015) reported a new optical high-state which was later interpreted as the expected decadal maximum (Valtonen et al. 2016). A few days later – on December 13, 2015 – we initiated a dense and long-lasting radio monitoring program of OJ 287 using the Effelsberg 100-m radio telescope (Komossa et al. 2015). The program aims at testing facets of the binary SMBH scenarios of OJ 287, as well as understanding jet physics of this massive, bright blazar. The radio monitoring program is also accompanied by multiwavelength (optical–X-ray) monitoring, aimed at studying the accretion physics at high states (Komossa et al. 2017).

In this paper we present our high-cadence, multifrequency radio linear and circular polarization monitoring observations of OJ 287. The data set was recorded from December 2015 to January 2017 (MJD 57370–57785). Within that period, the source showed flaring activity, complex linear and circular polarization behavior and an extremely long electric vector position angle (EVPA) rotation. We combined our single-dish radio data with concurrent, very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) and optical linear polarization data. This combined analysis of concurrent multiwavelength data sets provided a unique insight into the jet structure and magnetic field geometry.

Our results are consistent with a polarized emission component moving on a helical trajectory within the jet VLBI core, suggesting that the inner jet contains a helical magnetic field component, for example in the acceleration and collimation zone. Additionally, the data are interpreted by the presence of a large scale jet bending, possibly created by the interaction of the two SMBHs or instabilities within the jet (e.g., Gold et al. 2014; Mizuno et al. 2014).

Throughout this paper we adopt $S \propto \nu^\alpha$, where $S$ is the radio flux density, $\nu$ the observing frequency, and $\alpha$ the spectral index, along with the following cosmological parameters: $H_0 = 71\, \text{km}\,\text{s}^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}^{-1}$, $\Omega_\text{m} = 0.27$, and $\Omega_\Lambda = 0.73$ (Komatsu et al. 2009). At the redshift of OJ 287, an angular size of 1 milliarcsecond (mas) translates into a linear distance of 4.48 pc.

2. Observations and data reduction

Since December 2015 (MJD 57370) we have been conducting a high-cadence, multifrequency radio flux density and polarization monitoring of OJ 287. The main aim has been the study of the radio variability and its connection with an optical outburst which could possibly represent the last decadal maximum (Valtonen et al. 2016). These events have been interpreted as the manifestation of a super-massive binary black hole (SMBBH) system at the center of this AGN. The optical flares have been attributed to the impact of the secondary black hole onto the accretion disk of the primary, leading to thermal unpolarized outbursts (e.g., Lehto & Valtonen 1996; Valtonen et al. 2008); or variable jet non-thermal polarized emission caused by changes in its orientation with respect to our line of sight (e.g., Katz 1997; Abraham 2000). Depending on which SMBBH model is valid, the radio emission should show either one or two flares related to the double-peaked optical maxima, which might also have polarized counterparts (e.g., Valtaoja et al. 2000). Therefore, monitoring the variable radio emission (both total and polarized) over such periods can assist in distinguishing between different scenarios.

The source has been monitored with the 100-m Effelsberg radio telescope at nine bands: 2.64 GHz, 4.85 GHz, 8.35 GHz, 10.45 GHz, 14.6 GHz, 19 GHz, 23.05 GHz, 32 GHz and 43 GHz. We recover the linear polarization parameters at the four frequencies: 2.64 GHz, 4.85 GHz, 8.35 GHz, 10.45 GHz, and circular polarization at 4.85 GHz and 8.35 GHz. The mean cadence of our measurements is ten days; high enough to trace rapid variations and necessary to minimize the effect of the $n\pi$ ambiguity inherent in any polarization angle measurement.

All receivers are equipped with circularly polarized feeds, that is, they are sensitive to the left- and right-hand circularly polarized components of the incident radiation. The measurement of the four Stokes parameters is performed by correlation operations (multiplication and time averaging) between the two components in four different combinations. The auto-correlations of the left- and right-circularly polarized components – needed for Stokes $I$ and $V$ – are processed separately in two receiver channels labeled LCP and RCP, respectively. In addition, two cross-correlations of the two components (with $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ phase difference, respectively) – needed for Stokes $Q$ and $U$ – are delivered in yet another pair of channels labeled COS and SIN.

The observations are performed with the cross-scan method, that is, by slewing the telescope beam over the source position in two perpendicular directions (in our case, azimuth and elevation). The source amplitudes in all four receiver channels (LCP, RCP, COS, and SIN) are subjected to a list of post-measurement corrections. First, they are corrected for the power loss caused by possible offsets between the true and the commanded source position (pointing correction). This effect is at the level of a few percent. Secondly, we accounted for the signal attenuation caused by the Earth’s atmosphere (opacity correction). This effect is also of the order of a few percent but becomes significant (∼10%) toward higher frequencies (≥23.05 GHz), where the atmospheric opacity increases. Then the amplitudes are corrected for the dependence of the telescope gain on elevation, caused by gravitational deformations of the telescope surface (elevation-dependent gain correction). This effect is of the order of a few percent. Finally, we expressed the antenna temperatures in physical units, such as Jy, by comparison with reference sources (absolute calibration). The reference sources that we used are shown in Table 3 of Angelakis et al. (2015).

In addition to the above, the linear and circular polarization signals are subjected to the following corrections. First, we corrected the instrumental linear polarization by removing spurious linear polarization signals across the whole telescope beam. These signals are induced by a cross-talk between the left- and right-circularly polarized feeds and the effect is less than one percent. Secondly, we corrected for the systematic rotation in the polarization angle measurements, caused by an imbalance between the COS and SIN channel gains. This effect is of the order of 1°. Finally, we corrected the instrumental circular polarization by removing the systematic offset induced by an imbalance between the LCP and RCP channel gains. This effect is of the order of 0.5–1%, which is comparable to the inherently low circularly polarized signal of the sources (∼0.5%, e.g., Myserlis 2015; Homan & Lister 2006) and hence its correction is essential.

The LCP, RCP, COS, and SIN amplitude errors were propagated formally in all of the above correction steps. The final flux density and polarization parameters (linear polarization degree $m$, circular polarization degree $m_t$, and polarization angle EVPA)
Table 1. Median errors of the Stokes $I$, $m_l$, EVPA and $m_c$ data sets at each observing frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>$I$ (Jy)</th>
<th>$m_l$ (%)</th>
<th>EVPA (%)</th>
<th>$m_c$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.05</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and their errors are calculated as the weighted mean and standard deviation of all scans performed on OJ 287 within one observing session. The median errors of the Stokes $I$, $m_l$, EVPA and $m_c$ data sets for each frequency are listed in Table 1. Finally, the EVPA measurements are corrected for the $n \times \pi$ ambiguity effect by minimizing the variations between consecutive data points after accounting for their uncertainties (see also Kiehlmann et al. 2016). More details on the measurement and calibration methodology for the total flux density can be found in Angelakis et al. (2015) and for the linear and circular polarization in Myserlis et al. (2018). The data set obtained for the period between December 2015 and January 2017 (MJD 57370–57785) is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Flux density and polarization variability

Between December 2015 and January 2017 (MJD 57370–57785), OJ 287 showed flaring activity throughout all the frequencies that we monitor (Fig. 1). The flux density increased from about 2–5 Jy to up to ~10 Jy at the highest frequencies. The beginning of the flaring activity can be identified at around MJD 57430, in other words, at the beginning of February 2016, and the variability amplitude increases with frequency. The smallest and the largest increase in amplitude is observed at 2.64 GHz and the variability amplitude increases with frequency. The broadband radio spectrum remains flat or inverted throughout the flaring period (Fig. 3). At low frequencies (1–9 GHz) the spectral index $\alpha$ shows a gradual increase from MJD 57340 to MJD 57600, with extreme values 0.1 and 0.7. At intermediate and high frequencies (8–15 GHz and 14–45 GHz), the spectral index oscillates between 0.1 and 0.5–0.7, reaching two maxima which are concurrent with the aforementioned local maxima in Stokes $I$ at MJDs 57480 and 57610 (gray highlighted periods in the first panel of Fig. 1).

Despite the spectral variability seen in Fig. 2, the broadband radio spectrum remains flat or inverted throughout the flaring period (Fig. 3). At low frequencies (1–9 GHz) the spectral index $\alpha$ shows a gradual increase from MJD 57340 to MJD 57600, with extreme values 0.1 and 0.7. At intermediate and high frequencies (8–15 GHz and 14–45 GHz), the spectral index oscillates between 0.1 and 0.5–0.7, reaching two maxima which are concurrent with the aforementioned local maxima in Stokes $I$ at MJDs 57480 and 57610 (gray highlighted periods in Fig. 3).

The linear polarization degree $m_l$ shows different behavior at different frequencies. The mean $m_l$ seems to decrease with increasing frequency, whereas, in contrast, its variability amplitude seems to increase with increasing frequency. Specifically, the mean $m_l$ drops from 3.6 ± 0.2% at 2.64 GHz to 2.7 ± 0.2% at 10.45 GHz, while its modulation index (the ratio of rms to mean $m_l$) increases from 27% to 39% at the same frequencies.

Clearly, the most spectacular feature of our data set is the EVPA variability. With the exception of the 2.64 GHz data where it remained unchanged, the polarization angle showed a smooth, clockwise (CW) rotation with a maximum amplitude of about 340°. The rotation appears first at 10.45 GHz around MJD 57430 and then sequentially at the lower frequencies with a time lag of about 60 days between them, namely around MJD 57490 at 8.35 GHz and MJD 57550 at 4.85 GHz.

As soon as the rotation becomes visible at a given frequency, the EVPA changes with the same rate over all frequencies (Fig. 4), suggesting a common physical origin of the rotation. As we show in Fig. 4, the rotation rate decreased within the monitoring period. Before MJD 57500, when it is visible only at 10.45 GHz, it has a fast rate of about −4°/day and then continues with a slower pace at all frequencies (about ~0.7°/day) until MJD 57700. Later it gradually decelerates, becoming constant around MJD 57780 (0°/day), at which point the sense of rotation is reversed to counter clockwise (CCW). The mean rate of the EVPA rotation is ~1.04°/day.

We note that at the beginning of our data set the EVPA is similar between all frequencies and at the end the EVPA at 4.85 GHz and 8.35 GHz differs from the one at 2.64 GHz by 180° and the EVPA at 10.45 GHz differs by 360°. In other words, all four EVPs start at the same angle and end at the same angle.

Finally, the circular polarization degree $m_c$ of OJ 287 is very low and there are only a handful of measurements which surpass the 3σ significance limit. The mean absolute circular polarization degree is 0.1% and 0.2% for the 4.85 GHz and 8.35 GHz data, respectively, and the $m_c$ spectrum is mainly flat throughout the reported time period (spectral index $\alpha \sim \pm 1$, with $m_c \propto \nu^\alpha$).

Despite their low significance, the circular polarization measurements show some variability around zero (standard deviation $\sigma_{m_c} \approx 0.2\%$). We performed $\chi^2$ tests under the null hypothesis that all measurements are consistent with the weighted average of $m_c$ when we also accounted for their uncertainties. Using all data points, our results yield that the $m_c$ variability is significant, beyond the 3σ level (4.9σ and 4.2σ for the 4.85 GHz and the 8.35 GHz data respectively). The fact that the variability appears to be generally correlated between the 4.85 GHz and 8.35 GHz data, suggests that it might be an intrinsic property to the source, rather than an instrumental artifact.

4. Analysis and interpretation

We analyzed the data set of OJ 287 (Fig. 1) to investigate the origin of its complex total flux and polarization behavior, focusing mainly on the long radio EVPA rotation. The rotation commences as early as February 2016 (MJD 57430) concurrently with the beginning of the rise in the radio flux density, suggesting that the two should be physically connected. Under this assumption the flux increase is caused either by multiple polarized jet emission components (multicomponent model hereafter), or a single one moving on a curved trajectory (curved trajectory model hereafter) that dominates its integrated polarized emission. In these terms, we consider the following scenarios:

1. Multicomponent model: the EVPA rotation is caused by the superposition of several polarized components with varying $m_l$ and EVPA (e.g., Bjornsson 1982, for a two-component model).

2. Curved trajectory model: the EVPA rotation is caused by the motion of one polarized component on a curved trajectory. This scenario can be further divided into two general categories:

a. Helical motion: long EVPA rotations can be caused naturally from the helical (or circular) motion of a polarized component either close to the central engine or further downstream the jet (e.g., shock traveling through
Fig. 1. Flux density and polarization curves of OJ 287. Stokes $I$ is shown in the first panel, at the top. The linear polarization degree $m_l$, the polarization angle EVPA and the circular polarization degree $m_c$ are shown in the second, third and fourth panels, respectively. Two local maxima in Stokes $I$ are indicated in the first panel by the gray highlighted periods.
the helical magnetic field in the acceleration and collimation zone of a magnetically dominated jet, Marscher et al. 2008).

b. Bent jet: the EVPA rotation is attributed to the propagation of a polarized component through a large scale bending in the jet (e.g., Abdo et al. 2010; Gomez et al. 1994, for simulations).

4.1. Multicomponent model

In the framework of the multicomponent model the rotation seen in the single dish integrated data can be caused by the evolution of multiple polarized components that are characterized by different orientations of the polarization plane and are evolving independently of each other. We investigated the possibility that two or more such components can be detected within the jet of OJ 287 using VLBI observations.

We analyzed six VLBI data sets at 15 GHz obtained by the MOJAVEx monitoring program (Lister et al. 2018) from July 20, 2015 to January 28, 2017 (MJD 57223–57781) and 17 data sets at 43 GHz obtained by the Boston University VLBA blazar monitoring program2 from July 2, 2015 to January 14, 2017 (MJD 57205–57767). In Fig. 5 we show a sample image of OJ 287 at each frequency.

1 http://www.physics.purdue.edu/ MOJAVE/

2 http://www.bu.edu/blazars/VLBAproject.html

Throughout that period, the polarized emission was dominated by a single component, the jet core (Fig. 5). On average, the core showed a polarized flux density that was five and three times larger than the rest of the jet at 15 GHz and 43 GHz, respectively. Additionally, the core was the only polarized component in the jet that exhibited a rotation of its polarization plane. In Fig. 6 we plot the Stokes I, m1 and EVPA evaluated at the core of the jet in both programs.

The jet core at 43 GHz shows a CW EVPA rotation of about 150° between February and July 2016 (MJD 57440–57757), and at 15 GHz another CW rotation also of 150° between June 2016 and January 2017 (MJD 57550–57785) (Fig. 6, original values). If we ignore the single dish polarization data set, the fact that the same rotation is observed first at 43 GHz and four months later at 15 GHz could be attributed to the higher opacity of the jet plasma toward lower radio frequencies. In this case, the higher energy 43 GHz photons would overcome the opacity barrier earlier allowing us to observe the EVPA rotation before it is seen at 15 GHz.

This inference is contradicted by the high-cadence single dish observations which show that the rotation becomes visible at 10.45 GHz already in February 2016 (MJD 57430). A closer inspection of the VLBI jet core polarization measurements at 43 GHz and 15 GHz reveals two large gaps in the data sets: a two-month-long gap between MJD 57574–57637 (July–September 2016) at 43 GHz and a five-month-long one between MJD 57404–57555 (January–June 2016) at 15 GHz. During periods of intense variability, the EVPA can change significantly on short timescales. Therefore, it is not sufficient to use the minimum variability assumption when resolving the \( n \times \pi \) ambiguity to connect data points encompassing long gaps. We also consider the corresponding EVPA values rotated by \( n \times \pi \) intervals.

If we move all EVPA measurements after the aforementioned large gaps in the VLBI data down by 180°, we can reproduce the rotation as seen in the 10.45 GHz single dish data (Fig. 6, modified values). Consequently, our analysis shows that the 43 GHz (core), 15 GHz (core) and 10.45 GHz (single dish) EVPAs follow in fact the same evolution and hence the rotations must be happening within the jet VLBI core at 43 GHz (projected angular size \( \leq 0.15 \) mas = 0.67 pc).

Based on the analysis above, we can exclude the multicomponent model for regions larger than the core. We need VLBI data with higher angular resolution to investigate the existence of multiple polarized components within the core region. However, the consistent long-term gradual change in the EVPA itself argues for the dominance of a single component, rather than the random superposition of unrelated components.
4.2. Curved trajectory model

Both the “helical motion” and the “bent jet” models assume the dominance of a single polarized emission component which is moving along a curved trajectory. In the former case, the component is following a helical (or circular) motion anywhere within the jet and hence it would require the plasma optical depth to be sufficiently low in order for the component to be detectable at any depth. In the latter case, the EVPA rotation is explained by a large scale jet bending which would be visible independently of the optical depth of the emission.

4.3. Stable polarization component

The behavior of the lower frequencies in linear polarization indicates the presence of an emission component with relatively stable EVPA and $m$. Both the EVPA and $m$ at 2.64 GHz show a remarkably stable behavior. This is also the case for the 4.85 GHz data until mid-2016 (MJD 57550) when the EVPA starts to rotate with the same rate as at 8.35 GHz and 10.45 GHz. Toward the end of 2016 (MJD 57560–57730) $m$ reaches a minimum at 4.85 GHz, while at the same time the EVPA becomes perpendicular to its orientation prior to the beginning of the rotation. This behavior could be explained by a stable polarization component with EVPA $\approx -10^\circ$ and $m \approx 3-4\%$, dominating the polarized emission at 2.64 GHz for our entire observing window. The same component dominates the emission at 4.85 GHz but only until mid-2016 (MJD 57550) when the variable polarized component at the jet core starts to dominate. This point marks the beginning of the EVPA rotation at 4.85 GHz. The minimization of $m$ happens when the EVPA of the two components becomes perpendicular inducing “beam depolarization” as observed.

As discussed in Sect. 3, the broadband radio spectrum is flat to inverted throughout the monitoring period, suggesting that the jet has an intermediate optical depth in the radio, if not a large one. This means that it would be challenging to detect a polarized component moving on a helical trajectory within the jet. Consequently, the observed radio EVPA rotation is most likely caused by a bending of the jet (bent jet model). This result is in agreement with recent ultra-high angular resolution VLBI observations by RadioAstron (Gómez et al., in prep.) and past observations by the global mm-VLBI array (GMVA; Hodgson et al. 2017; Agudo et al. 2011, 2012), which indeed revealed such a bending in the inner jet of OJ 287.

This scenario is further investigated by analyzing the linear polarization of OJ 287 in the optical band ($V$), where the jet is expected to be optically thin and hence, if there is a polarized component moving within the jet, it should not be obscured. We used data obtained with the Steward Observatory blazar monitoring program3 (Smith et al. 2009) between September 18, 2015 and January 31, 2017 (MJD 57283–57784). The optical EVPA measurements are plotted along with the radio single dish measurements in Fig. 7.

The optical EVPA exhibits an evolution quantitatively similar to that in the radio. It shows a monotonic, slow CW rotation spanning MJD 57350–57800 with a mean rate of $-1.1^\circ$/day. The long term evolution is populated by shorter rotations with an average rate of $7.8^\circ$/day, mainly in the CW sense (e.g., gray highlighted period in Fig. 7).

The slow optical EVPA rotation can be interpreted as the counterpart of the radio EVPA rotation, which is consistent with the bent jet model. Furthermore, using a subset of single dish EVPA measurements with high (daily) cadence, we couldn’t identify any radio counterpart of the short and fast EVPA rotations seen in optical. These fast EVPA rotations can be attributed to the helical motion of a polarized component within the jet (helical motion model), since they are only visible in the optical emission (to which the plasma is expected to be optically thin) and not the radio emission (to which the plasma has a larger optical depth). Consequently, it seems that both variants of the curved trajectory model (helical motion and bent jet) are required to interpret the optical EVPA evolution of OJ 287.

Fig. 5. Sample VLBI images of OJ 287 at 15 GHz and 43 GHz in the top and bottom panels, respectively. Each panel contains total intensity (Stokes I) contours, with linearly polarized intensity overlaid according to the color wedges. The short bars within the contours indicate the EVPA orientation. The total intensity contours represent roughly 0.5%, 0.9%, 1.6%, 2.8%, 5%, 9%, 16%, 28%, 50%, and 90% of the peak flux densities of 4.66 Jy beam$^{-1}$ and 2.38 Jy beam$^{-1}$ for the 15 GHz and 43 GHz maps, respectively. The ellipses in the lower left of each panel indicate the FWHM dimensions and orientation of the restoring beam. The 15 GHz image was observed on June 16, 2016 (MJD 57555) and the 43 GHz image on December 5, 2015 (MJD 57361).

3 http://james.as.arizona.edu/~psmith/Fermi/
Fig. 6. Comparison between the VLBI and single dish measurements of flux density and linear polarization. The Stokes $I$, $m_l$ and EVPA measurements are shown from top to bottom. The VLBI measurements are evaluated at the core of the jet. In the EVPA panel we plot both the original measurements as well as the modified values based on the justification in the text (see Sect. 4.1). In the first panel we also show the integrated Stokes $I$ for the VLBI data sets at 43 GHz for a direct comparison with the single-dish measurements at the same frequency.

We analyzed our data to identify the source of this stable polarization component. Several observables indicate that it could be associated with the polarized emission of an inhomogeneous jet model for OJ 287, where the bulk of radio emission originates from a range of optical depths near the $\tau \sim 1$ surface (e.g., Blandford & Königl 1979; Homan et al. 2009). Those observables are: (a) single dish data show flat to moderately inverted radio spectrum with $\alpha \approx +0.3$, (b) the EVPA orientation of the stable polarization component is almost perpendicular to the large scale jet ($\sim 245^\circ$, Lister et al. 2013), indicating the dominance of a poloidal magnetic field component, (c) the data prior to the EVPA rotation show a flat to moderately inverted $m_l$ spectrum and fairly stable EVPA between frequencies with a peak-to-peak variation of $\sim 30^\circ$. All of the above are quite similar to the findings of Homan et al. (2009) for the core region of 3C 279, which was interpreted using an inhomogeneous jet model.

5. Discussion
Our analysis shows that the flux density and polarization variability of OJ 287 can be attributed to a polarized emission component propagating along a complex trajectory within the jet. The coupling of the fast and slow optical EVPA rotations is consistent with a component on a helical path that is influenced by a large scale bending of the jet. The helical trajectory, could be
imposed by traveling through the acceleration and collimation zone of a magnetically dominated (inner) jet, where the magnetic field is believed to be organized in a helical topology. As we describe in Sect. 4.1, the EVPA rotation is happening within the 43 GHz core, which has a projected size of 0.15 mas or 0.67 pc. The corresponding deprojected size is about 12.8 pc (assuming a black hole mass of $10^{8} M_{\odot}$). This means that the EVPA rotation is happening indeed up to a distance that lies within the acceleration and collimation zone as described by, for example, Marscher et al. (2008) ($\leq 10^{2} R_{5}$). A simplified visualization of the above scenario can be seen in the sketch of Fig. 8. A similar helical bending in the pc-scale jet of OJ 287 has been suggested by independent studies (e.g., Cohen 2017; Valtonen & Pihajoki 2013; Britzen et al. 2018).

The jet bending causes a slow EVPA rotation with an average rate of 1.07°/day and the helical motion produces fast rotations with an average rate of 7.8°/day. As we discuss in Sect. 4.2, the jet has a moderate optical depth in the radio, and hence the emission originates mainly from an outer jet layer. Therefore, the helical motion of the component within the jet is (partially) obscured and we observe only the slow EVPA rotation as the component propagates downstream through a large scale bending. On the other hand, the jet is expected to be optically thin in the optical emission and hence we can detect the helical motion of the component. Consequently, in the optical we observe both the slow and fast EVPA rotation modes, attributed to the jet bending and the helical motion, respectively.

The optical total flux and polarization variability during the fast EVPA rotations provide additional evidence for the proposed model. In Fig. 9, we show an example of such prominent variations in Stokes I and $m_l$ during the fast EVPA rotation event highlighted by the gray region in Fig. 7. Those variations could potentially be attributed to a modulation of the Doppler beaming effect due to the variable viewing angle as the polarized component moves on its helical path.

In the following we have used both rotation modes to constrain a number of physical parameters within the jet of OJ 287. Using a mean Doppler factor of 8.7 (Liodakis et al. 2017; Jorstad et al. 2017) and a viewing angle of $\sim 3^\circ$ (Hovatta et al. 2009; Jorstad et al. 2005, 2017) we estimated an intrinsic jet velocity of about 0.988 $c$ (Lorentz factor $\gamma = 6.6$). Given the assumed helical motion of the component, the velocity along its helical path is expected to be higher and possibly also variable. Nevertheless, in the following discussion we have adopted a constant velocity and equal to the above estimate to simplify our calculations.

Assuming that the polarized emission component propagates with the intrinsic jet velocity, we can calculate the arc length of its path within a complete rotation of the helical trajectory $l_{\text{helix}}$ (segment with circular endpoints in Fig. 8) using the corresponding time interval. The mean rate of the fast EVPA rotations is 7.8°/day. This number should be first corrected for both special relativity and cosmological effects, which modify the temporal intervals $\Delta t$ from the emission to the observed reference frame according to

$$\Delta t_{\text{obs}} = \frac{(1 + z)}{D} \cdot \Delta t_{\text{em}} \quad (1)$$

where $z$ is the redshift and $D$ the Doppler factor of the source. As a result, the fast rotations have a rate of 1.17°/day in the emission

---


Fig. 7. Comparison between our single-dish radio and optical EVPA measurements of OJ 287. The gray highlighted period shows a fast EVPA rotation and is plotted in more detail in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Bent, helical trajectory of the polarized component within the jet of OJ 287 as seen at a viewing angle, $\theta$, of 3° (top panel) and 30° (bottom panel). The size of the highlighted trajectory segments and the propagated component (here not to scale) are estimated in Sect. 5.
The assumed helical motion is realistic. If the component size estimate the emission component size to investigate whether the component's optical emission is tracing only a portion of the jet's trajectory is about five times smaller, which means that the component is efficiently small to perform the assumed helical motion.

Furthermore, in the context of our scenario, the slow EVPA rotation can be caused by either one or a combination of the following:

a. large-scale bending in the projection of the jet on the plane of the sky,
b. variable pitch angle of the helical trajectory along the jet or c. relativistic aberration of the EVPA due to acceleration or deceleration of the propagating component.

The above discussion is based on the following simplifying assumptions: (a) the polarized component affects the helix pitch angle by a constant factor (e.g., it is a shock of constant compression), resulting in non-variable pitch angle along the jet and (b) it moves with a constant velocity. Therefore the latter two factors in the above list are not considered. Nevertheless, even if we maximize those effects, they can produce a maximum EVPA rotation of 270° (90° for the variable pitch angle and 180° for the relativistic aberration), which is not sufficient to explain the rotation of about 340° that we recorded. It is evident that a large scale jet bending of at least 90° (in projection) is needed for the interpretation. Such a bending could be caused by the interaction of the two SMBHs or instabilities within the jet (e.g., Gold et al. 2014; Mizuno et al. 2014).

Assuming that the radio EVPA rotation is only caused by the large scale jet bending, we used the above results to estimate its arc length as projected on the plane of the sky \( l_{\text{bend,proj}} \) (Fig. 8, top panel). The optical data show that the slow and fast EVPA rotations are synchronous. This means that the step size \( s_{\text{helix}} \) can be used to calculate the arc length of the large scale bending \( l_{\text{bend}} \). In these terms, the arc length for a bending of 360° would be \( l_{\text{bend}} \approx 7.29 \times s_{\text{helix}} \), since our results show that 7.29 fast rotations (7.8°/day) are completed within a slow one (1.07°/day). Assuming that \( s_{\text{helix}} \) is equal to the helix arc length \( s_{\text{helix}} \) (infinitesimally small \( r_{\text{helix}} \)), we estimate an \( l_{\text{bend}} \) upper limit of about 7.29 × 0.26 pc = 1.9 pc for a 360° bending. This would also be the upper limit of \( l_{\text{bend,proj}} \), which depends on the viewing angle. The jet of OJ 287 in the RadioAstron images shows a bending of about 180°, which has a projected arc length of 0.3–0.4 mas = 1.3–1.8 pc (Gómez et al., in preparation) and hence \( l_{\text{bend,proj}} \approx 3 \) pc which is somewhat larger than our upper limit. However, that limit can be relaxed if we assume that the latter two factors in the above list (variable pitch angle and relativistic aberration) play an important role. In the extreme case that they account for the maximum of 270°, the upper limit of \( l_{\text{bend,proj}} \) becomes 7.6 pc, which is about two and a half times as large as the bending of the inner jet, observed by RadioAstron.

In addition, our results reveal the presence of a component with stable polarization. It shows fairly stable \( m_1 \) and its EVPA (−10°) is almost perpendicular to the large scale jet orientation (−245°, Lister et al. 2013), indicating the dominance of a poloidal (along the jet) magnetic field component. Our analysis yields that the stable component could be associated with the polarized emission of an inhomogeneous jet model for OJ 287, similar to the findings of Homan et al. (2009) for the core region of 3C 279.

In the above discussion, we presented a scenario to interpret the EVPA variations and constrain a number of physical param-
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eters within the jet of OJ 287. We note here that other models have been also suggested to interpret such long EVP A rotations. For example, Cohen et al. (2018) detected several CW and CCW EVP A rotations of \( \sim 180^\circ \) in archival measurements of OJ 287. Based on their model, these events are caused by concurrent outbursts which generate forward and reverse pairs of MHD waves in the jet. Under certain circumstances, the plasma inside the pairs can rotate around the jet axis, causing the EVP A rotations.

Finally, in the context of the binary SMBH scenario, it has been suggested that an optical peak seen in December 2015 (MJD \( \sim 57370 \), Valtonen et al. 2016) was the expected “decadal maximum” of OJ 287 (Valtonen et al. 2016), and is connected with changes in the inner accretion disk or jet of the primary SMBH caused by the interaction with the secondary. It is noteworthy that the optical EVP A rotation also commences in December 2015. If a new jet component was launched, we might expect to see its emission dominating the total flux density and polarization of OJ 287 for a while. In this context, the jet component could be formed either as a result of the accretion event or from a past interaction of the secondary SMBH with a coro- nal gas cloud above the accretion disk of the primary that was created by previous approaches of the secondary (Pihajoki et al. 2013). The interaction would cause a perturbation which can be transmitted to the jet of the primary SMBH after a given time period.

6. Summary and conclusions

We have initiated a multifrequency, dense radio monitoring program of the blazar OJ 287 using the 100-m Effelsberg radio telescope. The scope of the program is to follow its evolution in total flux density, linear and circular polarization as a means to examine different binary SMBH scenarios and study the physical conditions in the jet.

The source is monitored at nine bands from 2.64 GHz to 43 GHz, the linear polarization parameters are measured in four bands between 2.64 GHz and 10.45 GHz and the circular polarization at two bands, namely at 4.85 GHz and 8.35 GHz. The mean cadence of our measurements is 10 days, which is essential for minimizing the effect of the \( n \times \pi \) ambiguity, inherent in any polarization angle measurement, and for following rapid variations in total flux density and polarization. As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, it is this dense sampling that allowed us to record the full extent of the prominent radio EVP A rotation in 2016. Due to the \( n \times \pi \) ambiguity, other radio monitoring programs recorded smaller EVP A rotations within the same period as a consequence of their sparse sampling. It is therefore evident that dense sampling should be an essential property of any polarization monitoring program in order to avoid erroneous interpretations of the recorded data sets.

In Sects. 3 and 4, we provide a thorough description of our monitoring data set between December 2015 and January 2017 (MJD 57370–57785) as well as additional concurrent VLBI and optical polarization data sets that we analyzed to aid our interpretation. Starting at MJD 57430, OJ 287 showed flaring activity and complex linear and circular polarization behavior. The broadband radio spectrum remained flat to inverted throughout the flaring period and its EVP A showed a large clockwise (CW) rotation with a mean rate of \(-1.04^\circ/day\). Based on the VLBI data, the rotation seems to originate within the jet core at 43 GHz (projected angular size of 0.15 mas). The optical EVP A shows a similar monotonic CW rotation with a rate of about \(-1.1^\circ/day\), which is populated by shorter rotations that show rates of about 7.8\(^\circ/day\), mainly in the CW sense.

We used the above results to study both the small and the large scale structure of the jet and its magnetic field. In summary, our analysis showed that the flux density and polarization variability of OJ 287 is consistent with a polarized emission component propagating on a helical trajectory within a bent jet (Fig. 8). Based on this model we constrained the following parameters of the OJ 287 jet: the arc length for a complete rotation of the helical trajectory \( r_{\text{helix}} = 0.26 \text{ pc} \), the helical trajectory radius \( r_{\text{helix}} \leq 0.04 \text{ pc} \) and the arc length for a 360° jet bending as projected on the plane of the sky \( l_{\text{proj}} \leq 1.9–7.6 \text{ pc} \). The above results are consistent with the bending of the inner jet seen in high angular resolution images of OJ 287 obtained by RadioAstron, assuming that the EVP A rotation is partially attributed to pitch angle variability or relativistic aberration. Furthermore, the helical trajectory covers only a part of the jet width, possibly its spine.

In addition, our results revealed the presence of a stable polarized emission component which could be associated with the polarized emission of an inhomogeneous jet model for OJ 287. Its EVP A orientation \((\sim 10^\circ)\) indicates the dominance of the poloidal magnetic field in the jet. This component causes a delay in the manifestation of the EVP A rotation as well as depolarization at the radio frequency of 4.85 GHz.

In the binary SMBH context, the optical EVP A rotation begins concurrently with the optical flare which has been attributed to changes of the inner accretion disk or jet of the primary SMBH caused by the secondary. Therefore, the propagated polarized jet component could be formed either as a result of the accretion event or from a past interaction of the secondary SMBH with a coronal gas cloud above the accretion disk of the primary. We also note, that meanwhile, brighter X-ray and optical states of OJ 287 have been detected in 2016 and 2017 (e.g., Grupe et al. 2016; Zola et al. 2016; Komossa et al. 2017). Therefore, it is possible, that major accretion and jet ejection events are yet to come.

Ongoing monitoring at multiple wavelengths is essential in furthering our understanding of this complex source. We will continue our monitoring of OJ 287 using the 100-m Effelsberg radio telescope. These data sets will allow us to follow the propagating polarized emission component and hence constrain the physical parameters of the jet and its magnetic field further downstream as well as provide us with important tests of different binary SMBH scenarios.
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